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A new year, a new administration, a new era of financial populism. January was perhaps one of the most

consequential months in the history of financial markets, but the sentiment that propelled a  group of

retail traders on the Internet to take on Wall Street is deeply familiar to those already active in the

crypto industry. For years, cryptocurrency markets have been influenced by an ethos of open finance for

the people, and it seems that  this movement now poses  fundamental questions about traditional

financial models.

Throughout January, intra-day volatility reached new extremes and double digit price crashes resulted

in the two single highest volume days in Bitcoin's history. The sheer volume of trades executed caused

infrastructural problems on several of the world's  largest exchanges, and came amidst a longterm

downtrend in order book depth. Ethereum broke a new all time high above $1400 and the increasing

variety of regulated ETH exchange-traded products and derivatives suggests that professional investors

are starting to take a closer look at the  crypto-asset. Over the past year, liquidity has improved

significantly, which suggests ETH markets are becoming more robust and efficient.
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Founded in 2014, Kaiko is a cryptocurrency  market data
provider servicing professional investors, asset managers,
funds, researchers, regulators, third-party platforms and
exchanges.  We collect, normalize, store, and distribute
historical and live market data from more than 100
crypto  exchanges and 75,000 traded instruments. Our
granular trade data, order books, and aggregated data sets
are the most extensive in the industry, with  over seven
years of history available. Contact us at hello@kaiko.com
to get started on a free trial of our API or to request data
samples in downloadable files. 
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Social Media Moves Markets
For those in crypto, the power of social media to move markets, frequently led by decentralized groups of traders on
Internet forums, is nothing new. As the dust-settled on the GameStop short squeeze, Elon Musk changed his Twitter bio
to #Bitcoin, which instantly triggered a nearly 20% price jump. The volatility caused trading volumes to 20x from one
minute to the next, which resulted in several of the world's largest cryptocurrency exchanges to temporarily go offline.
While the volatility was extreme even by Bitcoin's standards,  it highlights the need for exchanges to ensure that their
core infrastructure is scalable and responsive in the event of unexpected market movements.
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Minute-by-Minute BTC Trade Volume on Jan. 29
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Binance
suspends withdrawals

OKEx has unplanned
maintenance

Coinbase cites connectivity
issues

Kraken's API offline (no data)

The same Internet forums that
powered GameStop's  meteoric
rise thought it was  time to  give
XRP (a crytpo asset under
investigation by the SEC and de-
listed from most major exchanges)
and Dogecoin (a parody crypto
asset inspired by a meme) a pump
of their own. Once the rallying cry
was made, there was no stopping
the price of these two assets from
soaring. "Meme trading" (as
traditional media has since
dubbed the GameStop squeeze)
has been around for ages in crypto
and will likely continue into the
foreseeable future. 

Hourly Price Movements
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Shift in Trading Patterns Suggests
Institutional Presence
Trade volume data is a powerful tool for studying market trends and can be used to derive several indicators of
institutional activity. Coupled with information about on-chain data, investment in crypto ETPs and funds, and media
mentions, trade volume is just one tool used to support the hypothesis that institutions are entering
crypto markets. Since September, the total volume of BTC-USD trades relative to BTC-USDT trades has nearly doubled,
which is a significant shift in trading patterns. This shift could be due to traders taking profit in fiat as BTC reached all
time highs. However, it also suggests an influx of new traders, perhaps institutional, which tend to prefer transacting in
fiat currencies rather than the stablecoin Tether, which has faced regulatory scrutiny. 
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The Dollar vs. Tether: Percentage of Total BTC Volume

Average trade sizes have increased
considerably since September on
nearly all exchanges, another
indicator that institutional traders
could be entering crypto markets.
This shift suggests that the balance
of high-volume traders to retail
traders increased or that a handful
of high volume traders began
executing larger than average
orders. The increase in average
trade size may also be tied to
profit-taking as BTC reached all
time highs (sell orders tend to be
larger than buy orders, which
would increase the average trade
size).
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Average Trade Size: BTC-USD
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BTC and ETH Volume Peaks During
North American Hours
While BTC-USD and ETH-USD volume is largely concentrated on U.S.-based exchanges such as Coinbase, BTC-USDT and
ETH-USDT  volume is concentrated on Asian exchanges such as Binance, Okex, and Huobi. Thus, it is surprising to
observe very similar trends in volume, which peaks for all trading pairs  at the overlap between European and North
American trading hours.  Tether volume is more consistent throughout the day compared with USD volume, but still
peaks between 9 and 11am EST, which suggests that Asian markets are not as influential as previously thought. 
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Average Hourly Trade Volume
UTC Time 0:00 - 23:00, North American trading hours highlighted

9 a.m. EST
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Trading Volume Soars Amidst Falling
Market Depth
On January 11th, the price of Bitcoin fell more than $9k over the course of a day, resulting in the single highest daily
trading volume in Bitcoin's history. The sheer volume of trades executed should not be under-appreciated considering
evidence that there is a longer term downtrend in order book depth. Over the past couple of months, the average
quantity bids and asks on BTC-USD order books has declined. This could be one reason why the price of Bitcoin has
faced little resistance, resulting in record-breaking highs and sharp crashes. The lower the quantity of bids or asks on an
order book, the easier it is for large market orders to influence the price of an asset. Market depth is quoted in BTC, not
$, but the increase in trade volume is magnitudes greater than the increase in the dollar value of market depth (as
calculated using the mid price) which suggests that market makers are struggling to keep up with increasing demand.
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BTC-USD Trade Volume
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BTC-USD Market Depth
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Price Slippage for a $100k Sell Order: ETH-USD

Ethereum Liquidity is Improving

Bid-ask Spread for ETH-USD Pairs

Despite the recent market
volatility, price slippage for a
simulated $100k sell order for
ETH-USD has fallen considerably
since March. Even before the
market crash, price slippage was
relatively high for these markets.
Yet, over the past ~10 months,
slippage has declined steadily,
which suggests that Ethereum
markets are more liquid than last
year, with more robust market
making activities. Price slippage
is calculated by simulating a
$100k sell order through the bid-
side of a an order book snapshot.
Our price slippage data takes the
average slippage calculated from
thousands of snapshots per day.

Spreads have widened recently
due to extreme volatility in ETH
markets, but when looking at the
year-long trend, we can observe
that spreads are on average
narrower than they were one
year ago. The bid-ask spread is an
indicator of overall  market
liquidity: narrower spreads
indicate market depth is deeper
and that large market orders are
less likely to influence the price
of an asset. Market makers set
the spread, and in times of
volatility they will widen it to
account for increased risk. The
narrowing spreads suggest that
ETH markets are becoming more
robust and efficient. 
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YTD DeFi
Token Returns

Renewed Attention to DeFI

Ethereum overshadowed Bitcoin
in  January with multiple  new all
time highs and soaring
interest. For years, Bitcoin was the
only crypto-asset that first-time
traditional investors considered,
but that all changed over the
past  year. CME will soon launch
Ethereum options, Galaxy Digital
announced new Ethereum funds
for institutional investors, and
Grayscale just filed several DeFi-
related trusts. The more regulated
investment vehicles for ETH, the
more robust and efficient ETH
markets become.
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When Robinhood shut down trading for volatile stocks, many in crypto saw this as an
immense opportunity for decentralized finance, which does not rely on centralized
intermediaries for trading such as brokers, exchanges, or banks. There is no denying
that DeFi right now is one giant sandbox, with new experiments popping up every
week. But buried under the hacks and casino-like activity is the infrastructural
groundwork of a new type of finance that promises complete disintermediation--no
centralization means no one can halt trading. DEX (decentralized exchange) volumes
doubled in January, and most of the top DeFi tokens have posted triple-digit returns.

YTD Returns BTC vs. ETH
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The redistribution of any charts and commentary in this report shall cite Kaiko as the creator and

data provider. This report should not be construed as investment advice. This report was created

by Clara Medalie, designed by Anastasia Melachrinos, with help from the Kaiko team
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A lot has changed since
Bitcoin's last bull run. This time
around, the vast majority of all
trading is done using the
Tether stablecoin. In fact,
nearly 5 times the amount of
Bitcoin is now traded against
USDT compared with USD.
Nearly every exchange offers a
USDT trading pair, whereas
only a select number of
exchanges offer a USD pair
due to regulatory reasons. 
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Bitcoin's record-breaking rally has resulted in one of the longest sustained periods of extreme intraday volatility ever
recorded. Traditional measures of volatility do not fully capture the extremity because they are calculated using daily
returns. Nearly every day since mid-December has seen at least one hourly price movement of +/-2%, a rare occurrence
over the previous five months. In general, Bitcoin's positive price movements have been less extreme and more
consistent than its negative movements.
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Intraday Price Movements are
Becoming More Extreme

Hourly Returns Since September 1st
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